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Truck Management Costs Cut Down to 97% with New Cloud TransIT Solution 

IRVING, TX; June 06, 2016: Though the TMS programs are essential for transportation 
businesses but carrier companies often seems to be complaining about the ownership and 
maintenance costs of such systems. But not any more- much to the delight of the carrier firms, 
new cloud-based TMS program TransIT promises efficient truck management without the usual 
high associated costs which will mean a whopping 97% savings on the overhead costs for the 
users. The software works online, enabling users to operate and manage it from anywhere in the 
world with internet connection. 

“If you are worried about the usual high overhead costs of owning and maintaining a transport 
management system, our TransIT is the best alternative for you. Unlike regular in-hosted 
solutions, it is a completely web based program which means lesser hardware and no 
requirement of the local support staff for you. You get to save real big, as high as up to 97% and 
that too at no compromise on high quality trucking management”, stated Mr. Zach, the founder 
of TransIT. 

A seasoned IT pro, Zach has also been a professional trucker with certified CDL. Hailing from a 
transportation business family, he aimed to develop a high-end technology solution which will 
help carrier companies to improve their businesses and thus TransIT was born. 

“It has always been our goal to help our carrier friends with an ultimate online TMS and TransIT 
duly mirrors our philosophy. Be it just one single truck or thousands of trucks, our solution will 
help you with the most efficient management of your fleet to enable you to make it big with your 
business. The low overhead costs assured by our online solution make the process way easier for 
you.” 

TransIT can cater to all sizes of business and there are separate packages for owner-operators, 
small carriers, mid-size carriers and large carriers. 

Speaking on the features, Zach’s manager stressed on a complete integrated TMS with all the 
features needed for an efficient truck management- including help with order processing, load 
planning and dispatch, LTL orders, billing and invoice, vehicle management, fuel management, 
document management, payroll, load tracking, truck routing and so on. The software also takes 
care of DOT compliance and IFTA compliance of the user-carrier company.  

“Our new-age cloud software comes with fully integrated trucking site that will enable your 
company to feature everything about your business such as services offered, driver recruitment, 
list of jobs, client account, shipment tracking, owner-operator account management etc. As our 
software is by a trucker only, who holds first-hand experience about ins and outs of the trade, it’s 



backed with all the necessary nuances a fellow trucker would need to grow his business”, the 
manager explained. 

TransIT solution can also be operated through mobile with its new app, user-friendly software 
that can be used by anybody with just basic computing skills. Moreover, armed with SSL layer, 
and free updates to the app, it assures complete data security for the users. 

To know more about TransIT solution, please visit the official website or contact them below. 
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